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Le Rouge et le Blanc 

"Wine & Tapas"

Stendhal once wrote that "pleasure was often spoiled by describing it,"

which tends to be true when referring to gastronomy and wines. Le Rouge

et le Blanc is a restaurant which turns into a wine bar in the evenings and

is located on the shores of Lake Geneva and offers a stunning view.

Stendhal's quote is undeniably accurate when it comes to describing Le

Rouge et Le Blanc, a concept brought to life by an epicurean sommelier

and a passionate chef. Le Rouge et le Blanc is open for lunch and dinner,

and reservations are highly recommended. In the evening, tasty tapas are

offered to accompany the wine and beautiful panorama.

 +41 22 731 1550  www.lerougeblanc.ch/  Quai des Bergues 27, Geneva

 by PromoMadrid   

Soleil Rouge 

"Spanish Sunshine"

Geneva prides itself on its multicultural heritage and is blessed to have

many cultures in such a small territory. Many restaurants, coffee shops or

festivals reflect this reality. Among those, there is Soleil Rouge, a wine bar

featuring bottles from every region of Spain. The founder of Soleil Rouge

puts Spain on the wine map and organizes tastings for members of the

club. The bar offers tapas and a typical after-work ambiance in a relaxing

and soothing atmosphere. Soleil rouge is located downtown, and has 2

rooms that suitable for parties or other special events.

 +41 22 700 0024  www.soleilrouge.ch/  Boulevard Helvétique 32, Geneva

 by tobiastoft   

Marius Café 

"New Life for Former Butchery"

Café Marius has been transformed from a former butcher's shop into an

art deco-influenced wine and tapas bar. In the summertime, there is a tiny

but sunny terrace on the sidewalk. Always crowded, but not too noisy, this

is a funky, neighborhood wine bar. For the blissfully ignorant or myopic,

the owners offer guidance through the expansive menu of wines and food

items displayed on large blackboards inside the bar. Call ahead for timing

details.

 +41 22 320 6239  Place des Augustins 9, Geneva
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